Announcing the 2018 PAE Regional Poster and Doctor’s Dilemma® Competition!

Coordinated and hosted by PA-ACP Eastern Region and
The Wright Center for Graduate Medical Education
Program Chair: Bojana Milekic, MD, FACP

***Saturday, November 10, 2018***

Geisinger Commonwealth School of Medicine, Scranton, PA

Start your research abstract and/or convene your Doctor’s Dilemma® team today!

Who can participate? This competition is open to PA-ACP Resident/Fellow and Medical Student Members ONLY. First author/submitting abstract author MUST be a current ACP member.

Questions about ACP/PA-ACP membership status? Call PA-ACP at 888-817-3813 or join online at https://www.acponline.org/membership.

ABSTRACT INFO

The abstract submission process OPENS on Friday, June 22 and CLOSES at 11:59pm on Sunday, Aug 12. No late submissions will be accepted.


Abstract submissions must fall under the following categories:

- CLINICAL VIGNETTE
- BASIC/CLINICAL RESEARCH
- QUALITY IMPROVEMENT/PATIENT SAFETY

Abstract submissions will be evaluated on scientific merit, originality, presentation, and clinical application.

*NOTE: This is a competitive process and not all abstracts will be selected for onsite poster presentation. However, everyone will be notified via email one way or another.

Questions about writing an abstract? Visit ACP’s web site for information.

COMING SOON

Watch for more information regarding the PAE Regional Doctor’s Dilemma® competition, as well as nomination info and criteria for the 2018 PAE Professionalism Awards.

QUESTIONS? CONTACT PA-ACP AT 888-817-3813 OR pa-acp@pamedsoc.org